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1» "fotroductlon

She nost concentrated efforts are being invested BOW in non-

Abeliau Xang-Milla theories. Zhe dynamics inherent to these theo-

ries is rich and unusual» Suffice it to mention such phenomena as

confinement of colour» dimensional transmutation, spontaneous

breaking of chiral symmetry, etc. unfortunately, in spite of cc

siderable progress, we are still far from complete understand!!^

of these phenoaena. It has become clear that they are somehow r ••:

lated to a complicated Tacuum structure, however investigation

of the latter turned out to be a notoriously difficult 1 дек.

to get a new insight into the problem theorists often simpli-

fy the original theory. Tor instance, they neglect fermlons, or

consider the large Я limit, or even - quite a radical step -

substitute the original Yang-Hills theory by some simple model

which only partly imitates characteristic features of non-Abeli-

an dynamics. Shis, of course, shifts the emph&sis away from rea-

lity, but, simultaneously, gives more freedom for theoretical

manoeuvre, reveals new aspects of the theory, hidden parameters

and symmetries. Moreover, such toy models serve sometimes as

perfect theoretical laboratories to test methods and approaches

developed for solving real problems of real physics.

As noted first by PolyakovW, there exists a deeply roo-

ted analogy between four-dimensional Tang-mils theories and

two-dimensional sigm models» Indeed, first proposed 25 years -
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sigma models served for demonstrating ideas of sponta-

neous chiral symmetry breaking in times preceding the discovery

of QCD. Two years after the discovery of asymptotic freedom in

QCD it was shownL-Uthat the coupling constant of 0(E) sigma mo-

dels in two dimensions falls off at short distances as well. As for

nontrivial topological solutions of classical field equations in

<OCD and in 0(3) sigma model they were obtained simultaneously

!_3
;
*tj. Moreover, instantons of SU(H) generalisations of the sig-

ma model (the so called CP(ff-l) models) were found for all Hlrj.

In the large Jf limit both theories, 0(Ю and CP(H-l), were

exactly solved!^*
 f i
J. As a result it turned out possible

to understand, in the language of two-dimensional models, the

role of instantons in formation of the physical spectrum, to for-

mulate the 0(1) problem, to obtain a massless vector gauge field

as a bound state of original fields and so onu J.

Motivated by these observations we will discuss here some

non-perturbative effects within sigma models. More specifically,

we concentrate on the problems of current interest in QC2 -

status of the Wilson operator expansion (OPE) outside perturbat-

ion theory, vacuum condensates, low-energy theorems, instantons.

In many cases the interest in the corresponding problems in QCD

stems from the so called <JCD sum rulesL i. It might be worth em-

phasizing from the very beginning that the paper adds very little,

if at all,to understanding of dynamics of the two-dimensional mo-

dels. Instead we will use the sign» models as a safe theoretical

framework to analyse under simplified conditions some problems

of practical importance - and dispute - in ФСБ.

Ibis review is organized as follows. We start in Sec*2 with

a review of basic features of the 0(1) slgea Models that sets
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up the framework for all subsequent considerations and, hopefully,

makes the paper self-contained.

In Sec .3. we proceed to discussion of the Ulson operator

expansion (OPS) Li* We touch upon several interrelated but not

identical aspects of the problem: Mathematical formulation of th*

OPE, its physical meaning, and, finally, non-perturbative racuum

expectation*of local operators, Among other things, we eapha3ize

that consistent OPE necessarily calls for introduction of an au-

xiliary parameter, normalization point H of the operators con-

sidered. Once this is done both the coefficient functions and va-

cuum condensates are unambiguously defined. Our overall concla-'

ion is that the OPE is well defined outside perturbation theory

Moreover, slgma models with large Ж bear close resemblance to

QCD as far as numericals are concerned* fiamely, the ̂  depends -

ce of vacuum condensates is weak (under a reasonable choice of

M ) and can be neglected numerically to a valid approximation.

It might be worth noting that the status of OPE has been the sub-

ject of some discussion and controversy recently VT ]• Ve pre-

sent an.analysis of the problems raised In refs.ir Jand try

to explain how the puzzles mentioned there are resolved.

lext section is devoted to the issue of anomaly in the

trace of the energy-momentum tensor. By using the exact solution

of the 0(H) model in large H limit we demonstrate that the ano-

maly determines the masses of physical particles. Similar relat-

ion has teen asserted to hold within ODDL^
1
*. 4 ,

In Sec «SIwe diaucss low energy theorems which relate low-

energy scattering amplitudes to non-perturbative vacuum expec-

tation values of some operators. He demonstrate that the theo-

rems do reproduce the exact answer known in the aigma models



for .̂.-rge N. This is ail the more gratifying с:.лсг !_•; '.;?,;• -у,.. :-.Z-.:

theorem serve as an important and 3cr.et:_:7::::? •; -d:. .ue .-oicr--: с 1*

dyns пп. с a I inf о rma t± on.

'Тле зыпе Section treats the so celled U(;; p:-obl ея; :;: ':?•?"-1

mods 1̂-t In QCB this problem is a key ir.s-je iri •.fficerGtUudj.̂ ^ .::•!

cechaniac- of generation of the
 v
/ сазз,. Cto the -jchniccl ;.:i::,

one studies the low-energy behaviour of соггэlotion lunct^cn-

induced by operators of topologic-al enzrge aenzity^ 7.5 inr.lr^t.

the similar correlation function in сазе oi tbe signc "осг! ..-.ГАС

demonstrate that the general picture dex^eloped In 'QCD is confir-

med. Finally, we turn in Sec.6 (this section will be published

as a separate preprint)to supersymmetric 0(3) <j model

proposed in refs.L -*"* J , The construction and 'basic properties

of the model are reviewed first. Then we make use of instanton

calculus to evaluate the exact Gell-Mann-Low function for this

theory. To a great extent, the derivation runs parallel to that

of ref. L̂  jvdiere the coaplete beta function of supersymmteric

Yang-Kills theory has Ъееп found. However, there are some novel

points as well and, what is more important for present purposes,

the consideration of the two-dimensional models allows elucidati-

on of some points and a more pedagogical presentation.

2. 0(Ю Model in the Large IT Limit.

In this Section we give a brief review of the 0(17) sigma

model and its generalisations. These models have been exhaustive-

ly studied and their solutions in the large К limit are descri-

bed, for instance, in refs. L^'^^J» We do not assune, however,

the reader's knowledge of these papers and try to amanarise the

reanlts obtained.
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The 0(H) sigma model in (1+1) зрасе-time is a theory of Ж

fielda CT
a
 ( Q. *1,,.«.,Ю defined on the unfit sphere:

<*•(*) <5
e
(x"> = 1 C D

They are transformed according to the rector representation of

group 0(E), The lagrangian is chosen in the following form '

At first sight this is the theory with no interaction. This ia

not so, of course. One can easily convince oneself that upon

solving the constraint (1) with respect to one of the fielJ

components we arrive at a non-trivial interaction between the

remaining components. Within the framework of perturbat .on thec -

ry it is described by vertices with 4,6,8 etc. legs. 3b i quantity

-S in eq.(2) plays the role of the coupling constant. The exact

solution is not exhausted, however, by perturbation theory.

Thus, for Л=3 (and only for K=3) classical field equations ad-

mit solutions with finite action - the instantonslr J(soe Sec.

6 ). Moreover, non-perturbative effects take place for BjjO as

well, i.e. they do not depend on the existence of instantons.

We shall demonstrate this by considering the large И limit

' If not stated otherwise, all expressions refer to euclideaa

space-time.
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Before plunging into solving the theory in this limit it is

convenient to change the normalization of the <5T field and to

account for the constraint (1) by virtue of the Lagrange multi-

plier СЦ.Х*) . The action 3g- and the generating functional

for the Green functions %£ L ̂  j in euclidean space-time can

be written as follows

i
and

^ e L ° J J » c fc ' ->" (4)

The JT ' factor in front of Ы(х) is chosen for convinience.

She action (3) is bilinear in ff(x) , and, therefore, the

functional integral over СГ is readily calculable:

Here _ »̂ i Vto/p
 i s a

 eyaioolic notation for the

Green function of the operator L—Э +**60/ч1й J . m e cruci-

al point is that for ?£• C^ J there exists a stationary point

In olCx*) . M a result, the remaining functional integral

can be readily done by the saddle-point technique. Because of

the Lorentz lnvariance the stationary value of ot(*) (if it

exLste) is actually independent of x. let us denote tills cons-

tant by уЫ Рп*- , fhen



Deviations U^ (x} from the stationary point lo£fc= $**

describe quantum fluctuations of the &* field. We expand S _-.

in oi-^ъ assuming fluctuations to be small, Then

_ 5

The first two tezss in the expansion, are inessential constants.,

and they are omitted for a while. We transform the term linear-

in ot^b) i

3 = f

The integral over momenta emerged here calls for a regularization.

To this end we introduce a cut-off momentum Ж ,

С dip _J > _J_ a Hi

Moreover, for the procedure to be consistent with the existence

of the saddle-point, the expansion of the effective action (6)

should contain no linear in aL
M
 term, ghla is indeed the

case provided that m satisfies the following relation
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Of course, one can introduce an ef fee tire coupling constant

Instead of the bare one £• and then

Shro cosaients on the meaning of eq. (7)ar* in order. First,

eq.(7) implies that the theory is asymptotically free. Indeed,

for fixed ж and He-»
0 0
 the bare coupling constant ranishes,

%• -•• О • Second, it demonstrates the so called dimensional

transmutation, occurrence of a mass parameter m Лозе dependen-

ce on the coupling constant is non-analytical:

Let us turn now to next terns of expansion of S
e f f

 in

• She bilinear term

*»

describes propagation of GC "particles". Their propagator,

evidently, reduces to

«here Г Ч р ) ie the Courier transfor» of
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1

Junction J D Yp) baa no poles in p , only the cut starting

from p
a
 = -4m* ; therefore strictly speaking, the oL field

corresponds to no reel particle.

Knowing the propagator .23 (p) one can easily calculate

2" Г*31 with the help of perturbation theory. It is convenier

to formulate the result in terms of Feynman diagrams (fig.l).

The theory describes propagation of H massive particles with thf-

Green function D *
k
 (p'i s S*

b
 /$*+»,*) (fig la),

propagation of the oi "particle
1
* with the Green funct: on

ХЗ
С
^/р^-— - Д./ A (p) (fig.lb) and their interaction charac-

terized by the rertex F
a
^ = - ̂ =r S* (fig.lc). In the

leading V approximation graphs like those depicted in fig. 2 are

already accounted for in -33 (p) , and to avoid double

counting one should not include them explicitly. She same is

true for graphs of the tadpole type (fig.3).

The perturbation theory constructed above essentially dif-

fers from that in the original formulation of the model (1),

(2). first and foremost, the former incorporates explicitly

the leading nonperturbative effect - psneration of mass for

С particles (and increase in their number, from Ж-l up to ¥)«

Second, the structure of the corresponding Teynman diagrams

becomes much simpler, also an important advantage. Indeed,

since the Oy. "particle" la a singlet with respect to the
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О СЮ group, each term of the 1/U expansion is determined now by

a finite number of Peynman graphs. In particular* the leading

term is fixed by tree diagrams alone (see above).

3. Operator Expansion and Vecuum Condensates

1л this Section we address ourselves to the centra], issue

of the present review, namely, the status of the operator e:cpsn-

sion (OPE) beyond the perturbation theory.

iEhe general idea behind the OPE la asymptotically free field

theories i.3 as follows» Because of ssyinptotic freedos small sise

fluctuations are well under theoretical control* First, there

are perturbative fluctuations whose effect is characterised by

a small running coupling constant. Second, there exist, as a

rule, classical solutions and quantum fluctuation;? around them.

Their effect is exponential in the inverse coupling constant.

However, it can be calculated exactly, if needed, as far as the

size of the fluctuations is small.

Thus, the first step in constructing OPE is to integrate

over the small 9ize fluctuations explicitly. The result of the

integration is & kind of effective lagrangian, or a set of

terms with various number of external legs. This is not a final

answer for a physical amplitude, howeTer. To find the latter we

need to account for large-scale fluctuations as well. With res-

pect to the large-scale fluctuations the effective lagrangian

obtained at the first step materializes as a set of operators.

Matrix elements of these operators depend on large distance

dynamics. Say, in QCD they are not known, generally speaking.

On the other hand, in the sigma models (at least in the large

I Unit) all relevant matrix elements are calculable (see be-
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low).

So far we have introduced one mass scale
t
 ft . Sanely, ww

assume that explicit integration over fluctuations of the size

p < u"*
1
 is performed. She mass scale H most be cho-

sen in such a nay that the running coupling constant is still

small at this mass scale.

If we have no other mass parameter - say
t
 deal with a таси-

um-to- vacuum transition - then the procedure sketched above is

of little practical value since all an infinite series of matrix

elements must be summed up to get the physical amplitude.

Therefore, one usually considers the case when there is ar

extra large external scale, say, the momentum transfer, f "^>/
<
 *

Then the coefficient functions for various operators determined

at the first stage - integration over the small-size fluctuat-

ions - are inverse powers of (Ч/к^ and one can cut t-ie series

off keeping only a few first terms.

Clearly enough, the choice of t̂ is not unique. As far as

the coupling constant is small, u can be varied. T/hat happens

then? The physical amplitudes do not depend on u at all. Thus

by changing u we just redistribute the contributions between

the matrix elements and the coefficient functions. The matrix

elements include, among other things, effects of perturbative

fluctuations with size p > p""
A
 . Thus, for practical

purposes it is desirable to choose и - within the allowed

domain - as small as possible. Then the relative weight of the

"trivial", i.e. perturbative contribution, and "non-trivial
11
,

i.e. large-scale nonperturbative one, is balanced in favour of

the latter.

In case of QCD it turns out possible to choose и
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In such a nay that the vacuum matrix elements art grossly domi-

nated Ъу non-perturbative fluctuations. For practical purpo-

ses one can keep the f* dependence only in log factors associ-

ated with anomalous dimensions and neglect perturbative contribu-

tion to the matrix elements. In other words, to a good approxi-

mation the effect of perturbation theory is absorbed into the

coefficient functions while the non-perturbative effects are

accounted through non-trivial vacuum expectation values of vari-

ous operators. This simplified procedure constitutes the basis

for the so called QCD sum rule method successfully applied over

the last five years to the study of hadronic spectrum.

This numerical situation is certainly not universal for all

field theories. For example, there is no point to discuss non-

perturbative effects in QED. The whole business with the OPE in

this case is the redistribution of perturbation theory between

coefficient functions and matrix elements.

Despite of the phenomenologlcal success of the QCD sum

rules there exist & few questions which call for further theo-

retical consideration. Tor example, nonperturbative effects are

exponential In the inverse coupling constant. Is it consistent

to deal with them without summing up the whole perturbative se-

ries?

We will study below some of such problems within the 0(1)

sigma models at large H. The advantage of these models is that

they can be solved explicitly and one can confront the expec-

tations based on OPE with the exact answer.

It is amaeing to find out that sigma models do imitate

the basic features of QCD, Hamely, la the leading l/> approxi-

mation one can forget about the p dependence of the matrix
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elements. On the other hand, to deal with aore subtle questions

arising in next orders In 1/Ж one must adhere to a general pro-

cedure and Introduce the normalization point f* .

It might be worth mentioning that OP32 in two-dlaensional

(or simple 4-dimensional) models has been studied in a number of

recent papers [ю-1з] . They all claim difficulties or failure of

the OPE. We believe that these conclusions are due to the fact

that the authors forget about the necessity of introducing the

normalisation point. Ve share with David \&Р~Щ, however, the conc-

lusion on the validity end simplicity of the OPE in the leading

I/IT order*

3.1» Yacutaa Condensates in the 0(Ю Sigma Model in thfe

beading 1/H Approximation

In this Section we start a systematic discussion of the

problems relevant to OPE in the O(ff) sigma models. In particu-

lar, in this Section we identify non-perturbatlve contributions

to the vacuum matrix elements.

In Sec.2 it was shown that the oi field developed non-

vanishing vacuum expectation value • Vamely, to the leading

order

<o\

.Quantum corrections to this expression are suppressed as po-

wers of 1/U and will be discussed later on. Here it is impor-

tant only that in no way they can destroy the condensate. Con-

densa tion of the oi field automatically entails vacuum con-

densates for other fields. In particular, due to equations of
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action

and* therefore
f

-i к
Tscuua expectation values of products 'L^

4
-

0
^

1
^ J. are also

поп-vanishing and in the leading 1/Ж approxiiaatioa factcrize

It first sight eq.(9) seems strange since in euGlidean space-

time $-(*^GO is a positive-definite operator while its VB-

cuvun matrix element happen? to be negative. To explain the para-

dox it is worth recalling that the operator (\G) is actually

a singular object and calls for an accurate definition. Regula-

rize tisn destroys, generally speaking, the positivity condition.

Let us comment on this assertion in more detail.

To set forth the problem in more contrasting terms we

start from a rough calculation which reduces to the following.

The product of fields Ъ^аСк) Ъ^ &L*) is substituted by

the corresponding Green function taken at the coinciding points

i.e.

Cutting the integral at the upper lieit of integration,
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Corrections to this relation associated with exchange of the

cL "particle" are proportional to (1/Ю to some positive power.

Therefore, calculation of the C\ &) condensate in the leading

1/U approximation begins and ends just at the first step. The

result is representable as a sum of two terms„ The first one is

regular in £• an(i c a n be obtained in perturbation theory cor-

responding to the original formulation of the theory with mass-

less <S particles. The second term is entirely due to the phe-

nomenon of dimensional transmutation and generation of -he ness

gap. Shis term is non-analytical in the coupling constant and

explicitly non-perturbative in nature. The origin of these two

terms is quite different and they cannot be confused with each

other. There is no problem with the sign of the vacuum matrix

element since the total sun (12) is obviously positive.

In QCD naively defined vacuum expectation values of local

operators are also representable as a sum of infinite terms re-

gular in the coupling constant (they are proportional to (̂ *) *)

plus finite terms associated with non-perturbative effects,

lloreover, in 4-dim gauge theories the number of regular terms

is infinite, and the question that faces us is: •bow can one

separate a finite non-perturbative contribution from an infini-

te number of infinitely large terms?** Pragmatically, the quest-

ion becomes even more acute in the light of recent attempts to
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find vacuum condensates from lattice Monte Carlo simulations of

gluodynamics [ 2O J , Further complications are due to the fact

that the series of regular terms is usually factorially divergent.

Sometimes one can even hear assertion according to tshich an ade-

quate method of summation of divergent series will reproduce the

non-perturbative contribution.

We see that 2-dim sigma model in the leading 1/N order is

much simpler than QCD, and still the example considered is quite

instructive. It definitely shows that the non-perturbative cont-

ribution by no means can emerge from summing terms regular in the

coupling constant. As a matter of fact there are no terms to be

summed up since in this approximation ^OV S C'&j/S")*!
1
ĉontains a

single perturbative term. Moreover, we will introduce a regulari-

ze tion ensuring the absence of perturbation theory contribution

into this vacuum condensate altogether.

So this end, we must give a formal definition of the singu-

lar product 3, СГ(х̂  "Э. <3"(x) . 4s one of the possible defini-

r г

tions let us accept the following

where symbol T denotes the Dyson T-ordering. The latter is de-

fined in the Minkowslcy space-time and, therefore, the matrix

elements in eq.(13) are to be understood as referring to the

Minkowslcy space. Then
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*

Using the canonical conmutation relation we get

Ihe quadratically divergent tera proportional to ^^ tn eqo

(12) corresponds to the delta function in eq.(14),

taken, at the coinciding points (x»y). Js compared with the naive

calculation outlined above there appears the extra commitator

term which cancels S (x~̂ ) (or, what is just the same

U%- )• is a result, the vacuum expectation value (in the

IHnkowsky space) turns out to be

in complete correspondence with the euclidean matrix element

(9). The adopted regularization procedure (aee eq.(13)) aakes

the operator ^ (^r)** well-defined but sinultaneously elinina-
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tes its positive definiteness so that the negative sign in ec.

(9) should not cause any surprise.

One might doubt that the regularizetion proposed above is

the best one and look for a more apt regularize tion. In par-

ticular, it seems more natural to define <o\ S C5 a )*" \ 0*>

is terms of the functional integral. More specifically, introdu-

ce the generating functional

+ <2̂ *1 f сгЧл- " V U С dtx Ч«ЛЛс«лЛ I (15)

and calculate the vacuum average using the conventional formula

(16)

In the operator language such averaging corresponds usually to

the tick I-product in which (in contradistinction to the Dyson

T-product) one can freely transpose the symbols of derivatives

and T-ordering without adding comautators. Therefore it seems,

at first sight, that regularieation (16) would bring us back

to the naive calculations (11)-(12).

Shie is not so. кв well known from non-relativietic quan-

tum mechanice (see, for instance, the book of Teynman and Hibbs

\JU} ) variation over the source coupled with the kinetic ener-

gy le rather subtle. In Jppendix A it is shown that the con-

sistent treatment of the functional integral actually leads

to the answer identical to «q.(14), i.e. to the result st
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from the Dyson T-product. Thus, the perturbative contribut-

ion in the vacuum expectation value <[o| ̂г(?>. o)4o^ vsnishee at

least in the leading H approximation.

3.2. Operator Expansion in the Limit N-»—=»

Here we shall prove that the naive OPE ia valid in the H M t

N—* oo . вц-fc
 a
-fc first a few words about perturbation theory

in 0(К) models. The interrelation between perturbative and non-

perturbative effects in the model is in a sense opposite to that

in the Higgs model. The perturbation theory in 0(1) models can

be developed in several distinct ways. We can, for instance,

solve the additional condition with respect to one of the compc

nenta, say, ^

and substitute i t in the original lagrangian

If the coupling constant ^ i s small, the second term in eq.

(17) can be treated as a perturbation. Zhen in the zeroth order

in the coupling constant the vacuum expectation value of the

ff-th field component i s non-vanishing

- {ИГ
while oscillations of the orthogonal components <T̂  corres-
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pond to the Goldstone bosons

?rom the discussion in Sec.2 it is clear that the exact so-

lution has nothing to do with the perturbative scenario: the

vacuum turns out to be non-degenerate and there are no Goldstone

bosons at all. The spectrum consists of В massive particles (by

one particle more than the number of independent dynamical fields

in the lagrangian (17J. Therefore, perturbation theory sketched

above is constructed over a spontaneously-broken vacuum while

the exact solution corresponds to restoration of the 0(B) symmet-

ry . It seems interesting to check whether one can reproduce

results of the exact solution by virtue of the operator expansion

in this quite nontrivial situation.

Before turning directly to the operator expansion we must

ascertain the values of matrix elements of various operators

over the physical vacuum* She results of Sec.2 imply that

Moreover, since the G* field is dimensionless, the number of

operators of any given dimension is Infinitely large, and even

the calculation of a single power correction in two-dimensional

theories requires summation of infinitely many matrix elements.

These matrix elements in the leading Ж approximation factorize,

•) A detailed analysis of the 0(1) from this point of Tiew is

carried out in ref. C
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for instance

Ihe factorization property means, in particular, that the vacuum

expectation values of operators with 0(Я) indices contracted in

azx unfourable way are small, for

because of this the analysis simplifies greatly.

So circumvent some technical complications we shall dee.;,.

however, not with GT- fields but instead introduce ne\? variab-

les <£{ *} such that

In terms of these variables the action acquires the form stan-

dard for nonlinear chiral models,

4N
At the same time, the set of relations for the vacuum mean

values of <5 reduces to

ippendix В demonstrates how one can operate directly with

the original fields CS-
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£

plus the factorization property for more complex operators.

In farther confutations we shall need» as an input, the ope-

rator expansion for the ф field propagator. The latter is

readily constructed; the most straightforward and convenient me-

thod is the use of the external field technique. We split ф

into two pieces,

where C
c
 is a C-nuaber external field satisfying classical

equations of motion, while <\
L
 stand for snail (quantum) fluc-

tuations over the classical background. The bilinear in (f
l

part of the lagrangian describes propagation of wares in the

external field С (x) :

4
 J ,

ThlB expression for 3? ' ioplies that the correlation

function C - O ^olT 1^4*") Q^Cn'illo^
 i s

 repreeentable in

the following for»
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(18)

Here l*> denotes the eigenatate of the coordinate operator,
л

X lx> ^ x U ) ,(hereafter carets over lattera mark ope-

rators), <*\u> =: SC*-*^ ' ^V
 iS t h e momen

'
tum
 °P

e
~

rator, <
x
\ i

H
^>^r - i ^ SCx-^

4
) • Moreover, coef-

ficients A,B»M are the fiHictions of the classical field с (

^ c V'-C
;
V'VI /

It is helpful to rewrite the propagator in the momentum re

presentation:

е'
ч Х
 J D * €чк

 1&> = (19)

In deriving this formula we have exploited evident relations of

the type

etc.
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If the external momentum q is such larger than all other

dimensional parameters we can expand X) (<Л in a series in 1/q :

t
i - s*- a* A *

+

(20)

*' («, A*
+
A* A? )•

Here the following relations are used:

where F C^CX) J ie an arbitrary fimctional of the field COO,

Expansion (20) eridently realizes (in the tree appro-

xiaetion) the operator expansion for the two-point function

т{

provided that functions M
2
(C), 1(C), B(C) are identified with

operator* Н
г
(ф) , А(ф) , В ( ф ) . lext, we

sandwich eq. (20) between the bra and ket states of physical

vacuum* She rules for oaleulation of the vacuum averages for-

mlated above allow us to find all matrix elements:
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<о\ А *

л/

Thus, for large euclidean momenta fll>> Ы*- the (p f ie ld propaga-

tor behaves as

One can check that the first power correction indeed cor-

responds to a one-particle excitation with ness m . Ve shall

turn, however, to another problem - the main subject of this

Section - and analyse the correlation function S(q )

(21)

where

At first concentrate on tree diagrams. Jit this level the source

i
3
 is expanded up to the term linear in the quantum field Q

1
" •

Since C'(x) is a solution of classical field equations the

source :' f>Л is representable in the form of a full deriva-

tive,
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7i"tn^H
l
] .

Then the two-point function (21} can be rewritten as follows:

г г Г

A

Expanding now S(q ) in 1/q and transposing S, operators to

the left-most position (by consecutive commuting) we arrive ct

an explicit expression for S(q ) in external field:

Sole formula describes a class of graphs displayed in Pig. 4.

To got the operator expansion wa substitute <>—»<+>'• . Jfter

averaging over the vacuum state this cumbersome expression simp-

lifies greatly and we are left with the first bracket alone :
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az

(22)

next element of the procedure is calculating the loop of

fig. 5 in external field, ?o this end, the source 1- must be

expanded up to the second order in Я*^*) :

The озпе-loop calculation is actually no more complicated tin.

the tree one; intermediate formulae, however, are ver̂  смшЬо

aome, and we quote here only the answer emerging after vscvrc-

averaging:

0 Hi (,.**
1
 I*0

As a result, the sum of the tree and one-loop graphs reduces to

7̂Г j ft fl 1

(Che terms in front of the power corrections group to give the ef-

fective coupling constant
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in full accordance with renarmaliBation group arguments *) , Let

us discuss now the first term corresponding to e bare loop of

perturbation theory. Our aim is to get a renorraalizstion-grottp-

impravea expression substituting **i —~

The point is that the quantities caEteiaisg a superfluous

С "external") logarithm with respect to logarithm? governed b;r re-

normalisation group most be treated in a special way,, The correct

recipe is the following. Prior to final integration one saast exp-

ress the integrand in terms of the effective coupling constant

and anomalous dimensions and only after that one perforate the

integration. In our case this recipe iapliea

The final answer for the two-point function S is repreaentable

in the form

Here all leading log tern» of the type ( *r &* A t ) are sum-

med up, however, next-to-leading terms £ (.$•£* л
 ft

are not included. Therefore, strictly speaking, the argument of

the logarithm in eq.(24) stays unfixed (log q
2
/m

2
 or log q

2
/2m

2

;

or something else?) Anyhow, eq.(24) completes calculation of

*' Of course, one should convince oneself that the operators

at head hare vanishing anomalous dimensions.
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the operator product expansion to the leading order In I/IS.

Let us examine now the exact expression for the same quanti-

ty. From equations of motions it is clear that the correlation

function at hand coincides (up to s normalisation frctor)with the

propagator for the ot field. Hamely,

(25)

2 2 2
Expanding eq.(25) in и /q we get for large q

In other words, the OPE-based calculations coincide with the

exact result in the given approximation which includes terms

of order of- \~~K \ {t~ y*J and neglects terras suppressed
2 1

by extra powers of (log q ) .In principle, the latter are

easily calculable, order by order, and the check of the opera-

tor expansion can be continued further. However, it does not

seem to be necessary. We hope that the example considered

above unambiguously demonstrates that the operator expansion is

in perfect correpondence with the exact calculation.



3.3. Operator Expansion Beyond Legging Approximation

In our discussion of OPS in the preceding subsection we did

not introduce the intermediate normalisation point p 1 explicit-

ly. The reason was that to the leading 1/U order there is no de-

pendence on ft** f neither in •. e.v. of composite operators nor

in the coefficient functions. Indeed, v.e.v. of operator ©LOOs £

" (J^ff)7 normalized at the point M* can Ъе defined in the follow-

ing way (see Sec.3.1):

where

- ^ Ac

end

As a resul~

4

enc does not depend on //̂ -.

Since т.е.т. of all other operators in the leading

order factorize and reduce to aose powers of ̂ C^Oj^they do

not depend on Li*- either.
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However, this is not the general case. Indeed, even in the

previous example operator (3*cr)r| depends on L, through the log

factor. As is well known, this logarithmic dependence on И

can be removed by an appropriate multiplicative redefinition of

the operator.

But generally speaking the matrix elements can depend on

the normalization point {**- as some power of |* , A few years

ago we have shown 122 \ that instant on effects in QCD do induce

such a power dependence of v.e.V.S and coefficient functions.

In this Section we demonstrate that in <S model this po-

wer dependence does emerge in the next-to-leading order in 1/1'

Indeed, let us consider the matrix element of operator ol> J,,

By definition

where

= S
(27)

С
*

4 ы
\

The first term in eq.(27) with S CP^ corresponds to

the factorized piece in v.e.r. of operator Ы*- .In the

leading order in 1/ff the answer tor l*O is known
 f

In the next-to-leading order there are 1/H corrections to
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but at this moment the factorized term ^o^N is not interest-
ing to us.

As for the non-factorized (connected) part in e.v.e, of

T { <*(*) oUo)^ it has an extra factor 1/H as compared with

. Thus, in order to calculate the non-factorized con-

to know I) (p} to the leading order:

tribution ( «(. ̂ ' in the next-to-leading order it is sufficient

^

ltoreoverj i t is convenient to use the following substitution:

As a result.

(28)

The answer for this integral can be written in terms of the

special function Fi(*)

i« Euler constant.
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To compare this exact formula with operator product ex-

pansion we should consider large j**" , namely f* ^ > M
l
,

Indeed, only for such U
1
 coefficients in OPE are calculable

using perturbation theory expansion with a small expansion

parameter, S-CjO/fiВТ ~ i/&« —, • Of course, operators in this

OPE should be mormalized at the same point u^ . In this limit

eq» (29) takes the form

where L - L^ V> t ; €"^^Г^] « X "'

м
с,

То interprete various terms in eq. (30) let us cc apare it

with general OPE for T-product of two renorm-invariant currents

(3D

т/here coefficients ^^ depend on U*- and р^
ф
 It was explai-

ned above in the leading order in 1/U that there is actually

no dependence on U*- , neither in coefficients C^ nor in the

matrix elements of operators. In the next-to-leading order the

non-trivial dependence on u^ in matrix element ^o<M ^

(see eq. (30)) is to be compensated by similar dependence on

vv
2
- of other terms in r.h.s. of eq. (31). (Vacuura-to-vacuum

matrix element of the operator equality (31) has no dependence

on u^ if the current j(x) is renorminveriant).
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bet us check this cancellation in more detail. It is clear

that the term-l*
1
* in ^°^l,, ̂  should be compensated by ap-

propriate terms in С
0
(р*,|**Л <ol 1 lo>

 m
 we have not per-

formed the calculation explicitly but it ie quite evident

that such dependence on и*- doee arise in Co ( P / \* )

through perturbative diagrams since only the region with in-

ternal line off-shellnese jS ц2. ±
д
 accounted for in

C
o
( p /\* ) • Moreover, the term л. H**- 1*̂  in v.e,v.

^> must be compensated by similar terms in v.e.v» of

L •
 I n t h i e ces

* *
ne
 f**"

 fft
ctor comes from

perturbative contribution to the coefficient C
A
 (p

l

;
 ̂

l
) and

2
the m factor comes from the non-perturbative contribution

to the matrix element \o\ °^\ lO/>
 #
 Finally, there are

a few terms «v/ m
4
. It is quite clear that Ич*/ £и ft* ,

m
 I h £- and V»»* t*i u< £-V represent the anomalous

dimension of the operator oC {, in the next-to-leading order
г

in 1/S. Indeed, if some operator 0( ̂  ) has a nonvanishing

anomalous dimension У in the next-to-leading order in 1/N,

then

N

and
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Comparing this general formula with eq. (30) we can identify

the coefficients Q_, , Q
o
 , <*

L
 associated with the

anomalous dimension of o(i to

As usual, this logarithmic dependence on i«<*. in the matrix

element ia compensated by the analogous dependence in the

coefficient function .

Tb.ua, in the next order in 1/Я the coefficient function*

in OPE depend on u
8
" in a rather nontrivial way (in particu-

lar, £i Cp , U*-) contain terms ~-^г
, ^ ) . But for the

vacuum matrix element of an operator equality it is possible

со rearrange Ц -dependent terms in au h a way that the total

answer does not depend on И at all.

Let us note that the 1/N perturbative corrections .o the

coefficient CgCp
1
,^*^ contain an infinite number of

 r
erms

» *
n
 contrast to the case of leadii^ 1/H approximation.

These series diverge badly which ia rather common to field

theories.

Thus, we have convinced ourselves that in the next order

in 1/IT normalization point мЯ has to be introduced and there-

fore the matrix elementa of composite operators are contributed

both by "true non-perturbative" fluctuations and perturbative

ones. If this phenomenon were exhibited already in the leading

order the study of nonperturbative effects using OPE would be

much more difficult (but even in this case the formal validity

of ОРБ ia beyond any doubt).

Similar situation occurs in ЗСЭ, Namely, from the general

point of view the intermediate scale ja
2
- ia a necessary ele-
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ment of OPE but there exists a region of \k where, on one

hand, the QCD coupling constant oL (J) is вюа11 enough and,

on the other,, the dependence on u of v.e.v. is negligible

numerically. (Some estimates can be found in ref. T&~\ )•

In conclusion of this Section we would like to compare

the results outlined abore with those of David who was the

first to consider the matrix element of the operator od*"

beyond the leading order L
1 0
»

1 1
J .

According to ref. [/И J there is no unambiguous way to

define v.e.v.*s of composite operators in the next-to-leading

approximation and,- therefore, mathematical status of OPE

beyond perturbation theory is unclear» Our general conclusion

is just the opposite.

If one is willing to go into a more detailed comparison

of ref. [11^ and of the present note a few hints might be

helpful. Ref. {jij exploits the dimensional regularizations*

Per this reason there are no terms proportional to M* or

»и
1
|Л in the matrix element of <x!̂  (compare with eq. (30)) -

only the terns proportional to иг are kept in ret, [11 J,

As we have explained above, the u^ dependence of the m

term is associated with the anomalous dimension of the operator

c*.*- in the next-to-leading 1/H approximation. Although in ref.

^11(the normalisation point U is not introduced explicitly,

it is clear that /в is dimensional regularisation procedure

of ref. [ti] plays the sane role as £* *-j_ in our presen-

tation. Then, the limit £ —> 0 i> equivalent to the limit

tlt -J» 00 and, as * result, the terms <w ***/4» t.^ and

&*~ if. are unseen in ref. [l Л . Situation with the

leading effect due to the anomalous dimension, namely.
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^ Jt. is more interesting. Indeed it is easy to check

that the factor Gu &. t- corresponds to u*f in dimen-

sional-regularization (OR) scheme

U
1

Following the usual prescription of the Ш scheme David have

tried to calculate the limit £-» О for ^ot*^ \ and have ob-

served that this limit depends on the way €- tends to zero.

This was the ground for claims that v.e.v, of oi*- cannot be

defined unambiguously. It is true thai, d, Q has a branching

point at € =0 and therefore &,(€•+&) Ф (L(<9-io) • But

the validity of OPE cannot suffer from this fact. Only .•©norm-

invariant product of С 4'.^")\0^(^)\ have the physic a"
1
, meaniii

and thus do not depend on the auxiliary parameter it*- or £

The majority of composite operators 0L does depend on к

and this dependence can be eliminated by no subtraction pro-

cedure. If one still wishes to get rid of <&e & 4 L (or &x

one may multiply 0 by the inverse anomalous-dimension factor

e*p(- %d% №\ -. 1 - p t £ £ . once this is done,

the product eyp (- \л$- Ĉ i) ~)0 is invariant under variation

of the normalization point and the limit f»-»» (от € -* о )

becomes meaningful and unambiguous. Thus, the puzzle of ref.fill

is actually an artifact of the procedure used in this paper.

It's worth noting that there are a few other recent papers

I •
1
-
3
J which claim difficulties for the OPE beyond the pertur-

bation theory. We observe that in each case the real cause

of the trouble is actually one and the same, i.e. non-introduc-
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tion of the %^
L
 scale. Once this ie don» there are до problems

with OPE from the general point of view.

4» Anomalies in the Trace of the Energy-Momentum Тепзог

In QCD the question of influence of non-perturbative fluctu-

ations on the vacuum energy density €VQC
 is o f great interest.

Perhaps, the reader is aquainted with the work L**Jwhose authors

have made an attempt to pursue the formation of a bag starting

directly from instant one - the only non-perturbative fluctuations

known in QCD. It has been assumed!?^}that ̂ »<O while inside all

hadrons a phase transition takes place and the energy of vacuum

fluctuations vanishes (the energy is measured from its perturba-

tive values; just this non-perturbative contribution is important

for hadronic physics).

If so, the volume energy density inside hadrons is higher

as compared with the "pure" vacuum by l€v»c\ . In the bag model

language the volume energy density is described phenoaenologi-

cally by the bag constant B. Accepting the hypothesis of ref.

u**Aone may conclude that the meson masses &1~1£увИ • °*ь *b
e

other hand, the vacuum energy is proportional to the gluon con-

densatel** ^ ] . Indeed, the Iorentz invarianee implies

where Q stands for the energy-momentue tensor* Account-

ing for the conformal anomaly we arrive at
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where Oo is the first coefficient of the Gell-Hann-Low funct-

ion. t.-$H-iH-
It turned out, however, that substituting the numerical va-

lue of the gluon condensate extracted from the QCD sum rules we

t;et a number for the vacuum energy [&^
с
 \ exceeding the generally

accepted value of В by a factor of 10 to 20 L j . Moreover, eq.

(32) shows that in multicolour chromodynamics the non-perturb?*-

tive contribution to lt
v a t
 I grows as N

Q
 . On the other hand,

the meson masses should be essentially И independent.

These fact;have led us to the following conclusion: the

vacuum energy and the difference between the energies outside

and inside a hadron are distinct quantities and, moreover,

Of course, in the 0(N) sign» model there is no need in

introducing a bag and calculating the particle masses in terms

©f B. The masses are known directly. In the exactly solvable

model we would like to check that th« non-perturbative contri-

bution is distinguishable against a background of divergences, that

it is determined by the anomaly, etc.

At first, we shall calculate the vacuum energy starting

from expression (6) for the effective action S
e f f

 . The latter

is strongly divergent and calls for a regularizetion. The

point-eplitting regulariration accepted in Sec.3.1 does not

•ееш to be convenient in the ease at hand and we shall switch
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here to the Peuli-Villars method. Then eq, (б) сел be rewritten

as follows:

The coefficients Ĉ  and C
2
 are

The regulator m., and VL, are to be tended to infinity at the

very end.

The vacuum energy denaity turns out to be

where \
=
 ^

4
X = L* ' and we have used the following expres-

sion for the coupling constant

obtained from the condition of extremelity of the action (33)

at the point ot
=
 {fj ***• .

The equation for the vacuum energy found above is,unfor-

tunately, too complicated. To clerify its meaning let ua

rewrite eq. (34) for a special case of equal regulator maasee

m2 » Ыг, Щ * UTx and x — • 1 . Then the vacuum energy i>

repreaentable as a sum of two terms



Now it ie quite clear that the first term is connected with

perturbative fluctuations in the vacuum while the second one

is due to non-perturbative fluctuations.

Indeed, the perturbative calculations correspond to

non-stable vacuum with Ы. * 0, and

4 ^ *T
 (
~

Therefore non-perturbative contribution to the vacuum energy-

reduces to

f-t. h/ 9

Now we would like to redefine this result using the con-

formal anomaly for the energy-momentum tensor &.
 v
 . The

ей

_ ,_^„ ' corresponding to the action

(33) is

where S * stand for the regulator fields, C * — C
4

The trace of the regularized tensor &.„ is non-vanishing
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Pirst of all, let us check that the matrix element of oj,̂

over the true vacuum state reduces to £VQC , Indeed

r <r |

_ 0

in full correspondence with the general expression

vac

No v we are ir. a position to examine the hypothesis

accepted in QCD, according to which the non-perturbative

pi- ce of Cvoc ^ s e4 U Ql «° Ъ*16
 non-perturbative contribution

in tne anomaly for &
 u
. •
i• •

Indeed, due to "heavy" regulator fields the trace of

nonrxaliaed energy-momentum tensor is nonzero. Moreover,

usually we deal with metrix elements of ^i.u over

"lijat" states or (v/hat is the sere) with expectation values

of © ^ in "light" external fields Ы *** 6 0

and G"
 e
"^

+
 (* } • ^^ the case st hand there are only two

non-vanishing terms of this type

t is instructive to rewrite this equality in an operator

Tcrtr.
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In the approximation considered the coefficient functions

are determined by perturbation theory and non-perturbstive

effects are expected to be hidden in the matrix elenents

of operators.

Therefore the coefficient Cj of the unit operator has

to represent the whole perturbative contribution to the

•vacuum energy. We eee that this is really the case.

Since we have already checked that 4- {o) &t,u,

reduces to the total vacuum energy the non-perturbative

contribution to Cvet i s exhausted by the non-perturbative

part of the anomaly. This can be seen explicitly

Thus, our hypothesis is confirmed.
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.-ilno tint the ratio of the (T -particle шаззез to J6
VC
,

C
!и. л/

More-over, we shall check now that if there is no explicit

г.-.zu perimeter in the lagrangian, the anomaly in &u
u
 fixes

th" particle Ш З З Р З , It is worth recalling that in QCD the assert-

ion UOOG not seem to be quite trivial. It is difficult to imagi-

no th-it, say, the whole nucleon газзз is ajsociated with gluons.

По-.-.'Dver, in the chiral limit L* J

Of cour.'K!, this result is a strict conaequence of equations

of motion. lIcvGrthelen,-!, it is in n conflict with intuition

i.v.d v.'o '.vould like to convince the reader in its validity by

e:: ч.йпГпс explicit ex-implea admitting an e:cact solution.

Thu О(II) si £рл model gives из such tin opportunity. Let us

c.ilcul-'.to (v/ith the help of the at'inu-'.rd Poynnm rules) the

r.-.t•--;:: i:'' f.-;r.t:nt of the unoi:vilv 9. - '— °*- over the states

rov)V':.;ior!i!
:
".c to (5* p4rticlc3. Л niTi^le ^ Г щ с е on fifj. 6

i;- iiufficii nt to cr-.iap th.it
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where ̂  i°)

As a result,

is the cL field propagator. An expression for

i s
 Quoted in eq.(8), and

( 3 7 )

Thus, the mechanical mass of the (J particles is indeed deter-

mined Ъу the conformal anomaly.

5. Low-Energy Theorems

Low-energy theorems in the field theory were invented

almost as long ago as the field theory itself. Suffice it to

recall the Low theorems for photon bremsstrahlung end

photon scattering off hadrons in the low-frequency limit.

As a rule, the low-energy theorems reduce to certain re-

lations between amplitudes with different number of soft exter-

nal lines (particles). The relations appear as a reflection of

some symmetry - exact or approximate - existing in the theory.

For instance, the Low theorems mentioned above stem from gauge

invariance of electromagnetic interactions.

Search for symmetries and constraints which they impose

on various matrix elements is of special importance in QCD.

Indeed, the corresponding results baaed on general properties
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of the theory are independent of our ignorance of Confining dyna-

mics and often yield unique information mostly on glueball phy-

oics inaccessible in other vrays. They are valuable also in a

purely theoretical acpect serving as a spring-board for new const-

ructions and investigations (see e.g. ti*i3 ).

Apart from the well-known classical PCAC theorems there

exists a set of low-energy relations specific for QCD. Аз a matter

of fact, the3e relations realize the Ward identities reflecting

the following properties of the theory

(i) scale invariance at the classical level; Q. фО

only due to the quantum anomaly;

(ii) invariance under simultaneous Y^ rotations of all

quark fields, ̂-> e' ̂ ^ j , accompanied by a compen-

sating transformation of the so called 9 term ( Q + &+* ).

Both points have parallels in sigma models and we shall

examine them in the remainder of the Section.

5.1. Scale War \ Identities

If the quark masses are switched off and there is no mass

parameter in the lagrangian one can get the followong elegant

relation

v/here TO*^ i s the trace of the energy -momentum tensor,

T W s ^ r №j) £JW &•% t and d̂  denotes

the (normal) dimension of the operator T (in chromodynomics

dj, - 4). A derivation of this formula as well as i t s generali

zations are presented in refs.L • A « The perturbative
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contribution is assumed to be subtracted fron both the nght-

and left-hand sides of eq.(38).

The scale Ward identity in the O(IJ) sigms model superficial-

ly looks just the same. The concrete form of TC> t is, oi" courct,

different,

4/7

and d is equal to 2, not 4. The proof is straightforv/src.

Consider the correlation function of two T 's normaiis(

in the following way

(the euclidean notation is used here and below). First, v.-e re-

define the field variables, C5 •=• 7= 0" ot-=ot, (actually, re-

turn to the original definition, see eq.{2)), so that the act-

ion goes into

Varying the generating functional 2-,, with respect to (- rV

we, evidently, get the vacuum expectation vslue <̂

As discussed in detail in Appendix A, (see also Sec.3.1)

under such, a definition the perturbative contribution in
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the vacuum expectation value vanishes provided that one takes

into account the fact that the measure of the functional integ-

ration depends on the source (1/f in the сазе at hand).

The second variation of Zg yields 2Z(о)
 :

On the other hand, differentiating the explicit expression for

m over (-1/2f) we arrive at

Hence, 21 (о) =r — &TbJhi*- , and this completes the proof of

the theorem.

It is interesting to notice that in the O(H) sign» model

the perturbation theory contribution into X*(o) automa-

tically vanishes after accounting for the f dependence of the

measure of integration over the (J fields. This fact has been

ulready used above.

Kow we are able to check in a direct way that the low-

energy theorem obtained is indeed correct. Suffice it to noti-

ce that H (<f*) =• Л/ Ъ ^ ((}*•) and the propagator

7)^
и
'(<\*-) is known in the leading N approximation. Taking

the limit q
2
/

m
2 -$> 0 in eq. (8) we get

in perfect agreement with eq.(38).
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5,2» U(1) Problem in QCD and CP(ff-1) Models

The so called topological charge

32 тг*

plays an inspcrtant role in: quantum chromodynamics. As for C(H)

sign» models for Ш3> such a notion cannot be introduced (there

is no non-trivial topology). Still we would like to have a

simple toy example that would allow us to test various relations

for topological charge derived in QCD. To this end we turn to

a new class of the sigma models, namely, to CP(N-1) models.

First of ail, a few words on their structure. [These models

describe U complex scalar fields <5
a
 ( cc = 1, ...If) living

on a sphere

(the bar stands for the complex conougation)Yan auxiliary real

field AM . The action is usually chosen in the following way

K
6
L

(40)

This expression is obviously invariant under global SU(ff)

transformations of the G
4
 fields. There is an extra - no

less evident - synmetry of S_,, namely, the Jocal U(1) symmet

ry. Really, the action of the CP(N-»1) model differs from

that of scalar electrodynamics only by the absence of the
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kinetic term for the vector field A . . The latter is gauge

invariant Ъу itself.

Cince the action (bo) contains no derivatives of A,

it сь.п be eliminated at all;

This relation is a consequence cf equations of motion.

For any values of N CP(N-1) models admit instanton solut-

ions (for a nice review see the book [2^ 3 ). We shall return

to tiie issue in Sec.6, and all that we need here ia the integral

determining the topological charge,

Q -

It is rather obvious that Q is fixed Ъу the asymptotic behaviour

of the field. JPor configurations with finite action Q necesae-

rily takes integer values labelling distinct topological clas-

3 4? of fields.

The CP(H-l) sigma models can be solved in the limit W~* *"

ju3t in the same vein as it was done with the 0(K) models L°* 'J .

Leaving aside the corresponding derivation we formulate the

Feynman rules for excitations over the physical vacuum.

The propagation functions of <T and o^ fields as well

as the vertex function Г describing their interaction do

not differ from the caae ef the 0(H) models and have the

following form



(41)

The auxiliary vector field Ai, becomes a dynamical field (the

effective lagrangian acquires the corresponding kinetic term).

Its propagation function in the Lorentz gauge is

(42)

-± .

One can easily convince oneself that D»(p ) has a pole at

2 л
p = 0 , Thus, Д. indeed becomes a gauge field, a "photon". It

Г
interacts with СГ particles accordins to the standard rules
provided that one ascribes to the С particles the "charge"

In the CP(N-1) models, Just as in the 0(Ю models, there

is a condensate of the cL field. In other words, the matrix

elements of Ы, over the physical vacuum is non-vanishing,

= <o\ - ?J

We shall not repeat, however, the analysis of Sec,3, nor shall

we. discuss consequences of this analysis. Instead, we shall

dwell on the topological charge.

At first, let us recall why the operator of topological
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charge density seems to be so important in QCD. Introducing the

source

op ~

and considering the two-point function

(43)

we convince ourselves that the value P(q =0) is, generally

opелking, non-vanishing in pure gluodynamics. Following Witten

U \jwe can write that it is proportional to.the second deriva-

tive of the vacuum energy density over the vacuum angle О .

If we switch on light quarks two new effects will emerge.

Pir3t of all, the correlation function P(q ) will vanish at

p

q =0 because j becomes the full derivative of a gauge invari-

ant operator,

Second, there appears a light pseudoscalar 3tate in the spect-

rum, the *?' meson,which givee a contribution in the cor-

relation function P(q ). Explaining the first effect by the

presence of the *i' meson we arrive at a relation

\ = - P(O)\
1 pure g2t»ool«K<M̂ >(cs

( 4 4 )
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Thus, the solution of the famous UO) pro"blemL \|is directly ~зо-

ciated with the value of P(q
2
=0) in pure gluodymmics.

1л ref.LJwe have assumed that both two-point functions,

(44) and its scalar counterpartner,

dv e'V (0[T{ ¥£ e. l
M| f f '

in pure gluodynamics are basically determined for low q by field

configurations with definite duality. If so,

* i $ А <.1т{£Л), £ ^ ) j = 1± <*c*> (45)
where we use the low-energy theorem (38). As a result, there

emerges the following mass formula

Empirically it is quite satisfactory, at least within nume-

rical uncertainties existing at the moment.

Within the framework of the CP(N-1) model one can calculate

?(q =0) with no quarks, then introduce fermions and find mass-

less pseudoscalars. Finally, one can convince oneself that a

SU(H)-singlet medon acquires a mass in accord with eq.(44).

This work has been carried out in ref.V.̂ 1. Here we shall concen-

trate on a relation analogous to (45)* The questions to be

answered are: "Is there any parallel with QCO in this point?"

and "If there is, how far does it extend?"

The correct relatiте normalization of the scalar and

paeudwscalar currents in CP(ff-1) models is fixed by the aelf.
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dual i ty equation

r

Hence, we пулу choose, for instance,

These combinations are connected, by virtue of equations of mot

fieldsion with oC and A. fields:

г

Then the two-point functions induced by j and j reduce to

propagation functions of the corresponding fields. In euclidean

space-time we have

Although JOf, JO<) is
 Q
 gauge-dependent quantity, the correlat-

ion function P is, of course, gauge invariant. Invoking the

explicit expressions for X) and "Ь ' v/e get (at

q
2
=0):
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$Co)

We see that S(0) and P(0) are rather close to each other, how-

ever, the sign of the ratio S(O)/P(O) is opposite in cor.jr.rison

with the case of QCD. (Notice that relations (45) referring to

QCD are written in Minkowski space, while eq.(4(S) corresponds to

euclidean space. Going back to Minkowski spaces changes the sign

of P). This fact - the difference in signs - is rather striking

but it could be foreseen from the very beginning. Indeed, there

is a deep distinction between QCD and the model considered. :7atno-

ly, the non-perturbative contribution to the vacuum energy is

negative in QCD and positive in the sigma models:

JtL

(Therefore, the values of the scalar correlators at q =0 are

also different:

On the other hand, the value of 2 ( 0 ^ f ermions"^ is connecte-

with the contribution of a real physiaal particle and hence,

is unambiguously fixed in both cases.

Summarizing, our hypothesis on the uemi^-.--->.-.e of definite-
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duality fluctuations literally is invalid in the CP(N-1) models.

On the other hand we see that the ratio S(O)/P(O) ia still

of order unity. Th *efore, the prediction of ref Л ] f or

may be considered to Ъе a good estimate.
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Appendix A

In this Appendix we return to the issue of vacuum condensate

and discuss it from the point of view of functional integration.

Let us introduce the generating functional (see Sec.3.1):

( A* 1 )

If one does not take care of normalization of the integration

measure the following definition of the vacuum expectation value

seeas to be natural

(A.2)

This recipe iamedietely reproduces the result of the naive cal-

culation (12)

It is easy to 3how, howerer, that such a calculation cannot be

correct. Indeed» reacaling the integration variables

and assuming for the noment that If is X -independent we

get
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U.4)

calculation of the sane vacuum expectation value according

to eq.(A.2) yields

?iis expression coincides vrith the result for (З^о) steaning

Ггош the Heiaenberg equations of motion. It also coincides with

the result obtained within the regularization procedure of 3ec.

3.1> involving a poiut-splitting technique and the Dyson T-pro-

duct. However, by no means does it reproduce the preceding cal-

culation, eq.(A.3).

The solution of the paradox is as follows. Usually, the

neasure of the normalized functional integral is Independent cf

. Therefore, to avoid cumbersome expressions associated

<vith normalization, one usually calculates the vacuum expectat-

ion values starting from the formula of the type y? ~= where

f, о J

J denotes a source and Z is the generating functional normalised

arbitrarily. In the сазе at hand the normalization factor for

the functional (A.I) does depend on V , and hence, one should

vary over 'P not only exp(-3
eff
( ^ )) but the Integrat*on me-

asure as well. In other words, the use of the formula Z~* S£/S£J

is unjustified.

Variation of the measure just cancels out the terms — й
3
-

in eq.(A.3). As for the functional (A.4) its measure is <f -

independent, and the standard expression for the vacuu» expec-
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tation value leads to the correct result. Thus, all definitions

of the matrix element ((эс)
г
) agree with each other.

Let us sketch the basic points of the proof. At first, r

shall dwell on the question of 4* dependence of the Integrat en

measure. To elucidate the issue it is convenient to start from

the functional integral in the phase space. For one degree of

freedom it has the fore

where Hd»".^ is the Hamilton function, IT is the canonical

momentum. If we divide the time interval into IT small intervals,

the correct integration measure is

£=1 2 IT J Stf

Integrating over the canonical momentum If automatically yields

the normalized configurational functional. It is rather evident.

that if H (Ttj Q) is bilinear in IT the norm emerging in

this way is entirely determined by the coefficient of ТГ* and

ia independent of interaction.

The canonical momentum for (1.1) is

and the kinetic energy reduces to
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Therefore, after integration over If we arrive at the following

expression in the configurational space containing an explicit

dependence on Ф :

П П

where С stands for a numerical constant.

The functional (A.4), on the other hand, contains <P

only in interaction terms, and, hence, the corresponding measure

in the configurational space is Ч
3
 independent. This is the rea-

son why the standard definition of the vacuum expectation value

(A.2) leads in this case to tht correct result for -С С^,<л}* )>

(see Sec«3.1).

For completeness we should check that differentiating the

measure cancels the quadratically divergent tern — M
o
 ia

integral (A.3). Prom the technical point of view it is rather

difficult to pursue the cancellation literally. Indeed, the lr

divergence of the 1 эупшап integral must be expressed in terns

of divergences of the type C
i
i^^) where 6-c".^—^ i

a a

shot time interval appearing when the functional integral is

substituted by a product of ordinary integrals (see above).

There exists, however, a roundabout dicussed with great

taste in the book by Feynman and Hibbs \Z\\ who devote a whole

chapter to consideration of this problem in a dynamical eye tee

vith one degree of freedom. In their case, instead of ^(\<

eq.(A.2), we deal with the vacuum expectation value of the ki-

netic term.
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Y
c
 . (A.6)

It turns out that <СТ^ defined in this way diverges as

Moreover, it is easy to show that the divergence disappears pro

vided that one uses another definition,

and takes into account the fact that the integration measure

depends on m (m plays the role of a source analogous to 4> ).

Just the latter definition of the average kinetic energy is rea-

sonable. It is very important that the final result emerging

after the cancellation of the divergences actually reduces to

the matrix element of product of velocities in slightly splitted

points.

< т > = u.
T
>

The fact that the two definitions, (A.6) and (A.7) are differ-

ent is due to the following equality

(t)N -c-tl
 ;
 i.e.
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the commutator term. Thus, in this simple example we see that

the accurate variation over the source and the Dyson T product

yield coinciding results.

It is clear that the field theory is not worse in this res-

pect than a system with finite degrees of freedom: the only im-

portant point in the Feynman proof sketched above is the bilinea-

rity of the hamiltonian in the canonical momentum. Ihis property

is valid in the field theory. Hence, in the field theory we also

have the equivalence of two definitions of ̂  (Э <з$\ » variation

over the source and the Dyson T-product.
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Appendix В

This Appendix is devoted to a variant of perturbation theo-

ry, When discussing the operator expansion in the text of the

v̂ aper we have used as the dynamical variables fields ф
1

They are connected with the original fields <J
 c
 of the зх^ян

model bj a жт-linear transformation. Here we describe how one

can develop the perturbation theory directly in terms of the СГ
1

fields*

Let us first explain why it is difficult to deal vvith С
l

Zliainating the N-th component we arrive at the lagrangian (see

(i = 1, ... H-l ; svmimation over the repeated indices is assumed

here). This lagrangian is adjusted to description of the follow-

ing situation: the H-th component of the Q" field is large,

and all other components are small. Taen the first term in

eq.(B.I) describes small oscillations in a "plane" orthogonal

to the direction of *5** , the second term accounts for the

curvature. From the exact solution of the problem at large К

it is known that fluctuatiors of all components of the СГ

field are actually large, and the corresponding matrix elements

over the ground state are equal to each other.
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How let us try to calculate the vacuum expectation value of the

lagrungiun (B.I). There is absolutely no difficulty with the

first term.

As for the second term, both its numerator

and denominator

vanish in the leading Я approximation. To eliminate the uncer-
Q

tainty of the —- type one must ensure higher accuracy* In prin-

ciple, this is possible, but all computations become unjusti-

fiably complicated. Analogous difficulties arise in calculat-

ions of the <5 propagation function and other correlators.

As is seen from Sec.3 the <S-
L
-* <^ transformation has allowed

one to automatically get rid of the uncertainty — and deal

only with quantities referring to the leading H approximation.

There is alternative formalism, however, that leads to
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the same goal. One can calculate all Green functions working

with the original <3 fields in the leading IT approximation pro-

vided that one uses the external field technique.

At first we decompose (У

where C%t) is a classical background field while f *f*) desc-

ribe quantum fluctuations. Just the same deconposition is assum-

ed to be performed with the La grange multiplier oiCx.)
 f

(the aL field enters only intermediate formulae). The classical

field dynamics is described by the lagrangian

while the quantum fluctuations are governed by the lagrangian

(B.3)

The term linear in o
a
 and оЛ

%
 reduces to-a full derivative

and drops off the action provided that С *(x) and Q^

satisfy the classical equations of motion
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- - с

Equations of motion for the quantum fields are

2С*<1*чг<1*<{*---0
 f
 (B.4)

Now we are able to find the propagation function of Q °
L

in the background field C
4
 . This exercise vd.ll allov/ us

to built the operator expansion for the exact propagator

The first step is linearization of eqs.(B^4) and (B,5)»

Relation C^^-O implies

<1«^ГТ (B.6)

where Ц
3
 is nn arbitrary field, П is the project-

ion operator

P^ •= П .
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Moreover, the linearized eq.(B.5) is

с*

Applying operator П to both, sides of eq.(B.7) we get. rid of

the undesirable term proportional to ot
 t

and the propagation function of the q field takes the fora

«.8)

- i

Here we have used equations of motion and expressed ^. „*; ir.

terms of CCx) and Ъ с >!>•) • In the momentuiri representation

the propagator reduces to

i 4 * •

J

where p ~ - СЭ . Рог large q we can expand Tj v '••

2
in a series in 1/q
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(this expression assumes averaging over directions of vector q).

Identifying the functions of the external field figuring in

?q.(B.9) with the vacuum expectation values of the corresponding

operators built from <T we get the operator expansion. Thue,

reproduction of the exact propagator for large q .

Let us turn now to correlator S and begin with the tree

graphs. Expanding current jg and keeping the term linear in the

quantum correction we, evidently, get a full derivative,

j s -

The reason is simple: J3 is proportional to the lagrangian and

the field Ce(x) ir assumed to satisfy the classical equation

of motion. Eq.(B.lO) implies that the two-point function S is

proportional to the external momentum q. More exactly,

= «S*

V R—-

It is convenient to average 3(q) over directions of q, then
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N

2

The -vacuum expectation value of 5(q ) emerges after the follow-

ing substitution

, etc

The resulting expression for S(q ) at large q ia

Ь-ql

and coincides with the expansion quoted in the text. Intermedi-

ate coaputations turned out to be even simpler.

Calculation of one-loop diagrams requires somewhat more

efforts than in the case of the tree graphs. We shall not dwell on

the issue here. It is worth noticing, though, that now it is

necessary to solre the constraint

with higher accuracy

2c*

and this changes the rertices for the *f fields. As a re-

sult, the foim of the current i
a
 varies. However, the compli-
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cations are not drastic. The external field technique remains

to be the moat economic.

a

-+•/*

ia)

(i)

ah 1 -

О —» MM 1
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